SMILING FACES
See photos from the Alumni Golf Tournament, Golden Grad Weekend Friday and Saturday events, and Alumni Family Day at Roger Williams Park Zoo!

SAVE THE DATE
Homecoming Weekend is coming up October 22-24!

BE ON THE LOOKOUT
This month, you will receive a personal interactive update form by email. Please take a minute to enter any changes to your information. Thanks for your help!

EXPLORATION
The sounds of the seas The URI Graduate School of Oceanography Office of Marine Programs’ redesigned Web site, Discovery of Sound in the Sea, provides an interactive audio gallery of sound recordings from more than 70 marine mammals, fish and invertebrates, as well as other natural sounds and man-made underwater sounds like ships, airguns, and sonar. More...

EXCELLENCE
Building a firm foundation for new pharmacy home The URI pharmacy building site is bustling this summer as foundation work for the $75 million facility is well underway. The 148,000 square-foot, five-story building, scheduled to open at the end of 2011, will enable URI’s nationally renowned pharmacy program to rise to a new level of global research, education, and service. More...

OUTREACH
URI/Habitat to build homes in RI, Haiti, and Chile The University is partnering with South County Habitat for Humanity to launch a building project of up to four homes in South Kingstown and to raise funds for Habitat homes in Haiti and Chile. More...

DISCOVERY
Seaweed a nuisance, but no cause for alarm Peak beach season also means seaweed season in Rhode Island, and depending on where you are, you will encounter different species of seaweed. More...

ACHIEVEMENT
Nursing grad’s book details adventure, service In The Nightingale of Mosul, College of Nursing alumna Susan Luz ’72 tells of her life as a nurse, Peace Corps volunteer, and U.S. Army Reserve officer who served in Iraq during the surge and was awarded the Bronze Star. More...
AUGUST 5-31 Building Blocks of Fashion exhibit

AUGUST 10 URI Botanical Gardens Twilight Tour
(every Tuesday through September)

AUGUST 10–11 Sea Grant Science Symposium

SEPTEMBER 23 Big Thinkers Los Angeles

Professor of Civil Engineering Vinka Craver and her students are helping residents of rural Guatemala create their own bio fuel by turning waste into methane gas that can be used for heating and cooking.